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FOREWORD 
The following report covers the content of a presentation given at the 1980 
IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science in Madison, Wrxonsin, on 
Hay 19-21, 1980. 

ABSTRACT 
For verifying the hydrodynamics of nuclear weapons design it is useful to have 
flash x-ray machines that can deliver a maximum dose in a minimum pulse length 
and with very high reliability. At LLNL, such a requirement was identified 
some years ago as 500 roentgens at one meter, in a 60 nsec pulse length. In 
response to this requirement, a linear induction accelerator was proposed to 
and funded by DOE in 1977. The design of this machine, called FXR, has now 
been completed and construction has begun. 

The FXR design extends the parameters of a similar machine that had been built 
and operated at LBL, Berkeley, some ten years ago. Using a cold cathode 
injector followed by 48 accelerator modules rated at 400 kV each, the FXR 
machine will accelerate a 4 kA electron beam pulse to 20 MeV final energy. 
Key design features are the generation and the stable transport of a lew 
emittance (100 mr-cm) beam from a field emitter diode, the design of reliable, 
compact energy storage components such as Blumleins, feedlines and accelerator 
modules, and a computer-assisted control system. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy under 
contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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Introrfuction 

Modern nuclear weapons design involves an immense amount of numerical 
simulation that predicts ''he radius-time history of imolodinq spherical 
objects. At some point in the design it becomes necessary to validate the 
computational model experimentally, fine method of doing this is by takinq a 
flash x-ray picture; i.e., by producing a radiographic record of the inioloding 
geometry at one instant of time. In order to penetrate the large final 
material densities resultinq from the implosion, on a time scale that is short 
enough to stop the rapid radial motion of the boundary surfaces, one requires 
a very large x-ray dose in a small fraction of a microsecond. The FX-? linear 
induction accelerator, scheduled for completion in late 1981, is desiqned to 
deliver an x-ray does nf 500 roentgen at a distance of one meter from the beam 
target, within a 60 ns time span. This dose is five times greater than the 
existing flash x-ray capability at LLNL, and the time interval is two to three 
times shorter, thus enabling radiographers to look through greater material 
densities with less motion smear than before. Moreover, the modular 
construction of the FXR machine will allow later expansion to produce 
radiographic capabilities on the order of 5000 roentgen at one meter. 

For tuning convenience, the FXR machine is designed for a 1/3 Hz pulse 
repetition rate. Moreover, the high cost of fielding an explosive experiment 
demands exceptionally high reliability for the single radiography pulse on the 
order of one failure in 10 pulses, "ioth requirements sre unusual for 
high-voltage pulsed power equipment. As part of the FXR design effort, 
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proto*ype tests have therefore been carried out in order to reduce or remove 
uncertainties concerning the basic block of four pulsed power modules, 
including the accelerating cell itself, that will be replicated 12 times in 
the actual accelerator. 

This paper will summarize the design and development of the FXT accelerator. 
Some results from the prototype component and subsystem tests also will be 
given. 

The fX^ Facility 

The overall layout of the FXS facility is shown in Fig. I, The machine is 
configured in basic blocks of four accelerator modules, toaether with thei> 
associated d«-ive circuitry. The 45 t\ lonq building will accommodate a 64 
module machine, as shown, although the presently planned installation consists 
of only 48 accelerator modules and six injector modules. After acceleration, 
the beam is transoorted through a forward diagnostic area prior to final 
focusing into a bremsstrahlung target. The massive concrete bunker protects 
both the machine and the operators from the blast of the test shot on the 
firing table; internal concrete shielding is orovided for radiation orotection 
of personnel working in the electronics corridor while the machine is 
running. A large underground optics room contains hign-speed cameras that 

will be synchronized with the fXK radiography Dulse. As seen in Fig. ?., the 
beam line elements are mounted on six transverse, steel beams spanning the 
6.7 m wide accelerator bay. Two longitudinal, aluminum I beams support the 
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cavities directly. Each -accelerator module 's driven from a water-filled, 
tJlurnlein pulse forming line, with intermediate energy storage provided throuqh 
a bank of Marx generators. 

Tne FX4 Oesign 

The accelerator module design (Fifj. 3) follows that nf a reentrant 'oaxial 
'".avity rfith trie center post pulsed noqat'vely; the acceleratinq potential 
appears acruss the AS mm widp qan. In order tn orevpnt the applied vultane 
nu 1 se from beinq shorted nut throuqh the center post, Vie latter is loaded 
with 14 ferritp toroids, thus supporting a 400 kl' pulse Frr 90 ns, "4HM. Th° 
evacuated beam chamber is separated from the oil-filled vohr:ie containing the 
ferrite and the feed terminals, by an epo»y insjlator. The four terminals fnr 
the two .'eed lines and the two ballast loads are spaced symmetrica 1!/ around 
the periphery of the center post, in order to provide a balanced distribution 
of return currents when tue cavity is loaded by the electron beam. The 
purpose of the ballast leads is primarily to matcn the 10 ohm pulse source to 
the 100 ohm beam impedance; in addition, some pulse snaoino. is possible, if 
necessary, by adding reactive elements to tne ballast loads. The ballast 
loads consist jf CuSO. columns, with the liquid recirculated; this allows 
energy dissipation as well as continuous monitoring, of the resistivity. Each 
column typically has a resistance of 40 ohms. The mismatch provides voltaqe 
qain, i.e., the oulse source typically is charged to 300 kV for a desired 
acceleratinq voltage at the qap of 400 k'«. All edges are radhised to maintain 
'he field stresses on negative surfaces beiow 200 kV/cn, both in the oil and 
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in the vacuum, with 100 kV aool ied ocoss the gap. The vacuum in the 146 nra 
dia hea-n tunnel is held in the mid 10"' torr range by '^ans of a cryngumn 
shared with one other cavity. An inteqral focusinq solenoid is caoabl" of 
ger.f-at inij 3000 Gauss on ^xis, continuously. 

Each accelerator module is driven synmetrical ly from a 10 ohm, ;51jnilein -vilse 
for-ninq line (fig. 4), with <i 90 hs noniina' pulse ienqth. >lif.«r di"Iect""ic is 
used ootn in tne illir'ilein oroper and over part of the two symmetrical '••) inn 

feed lines. This reduces the ohysical length compared to an oil filled 
i5iuinls>in; at the same time the resulting time dnmain isolation tends to 
suport","; interference between the llumlein and the accelerator modu!p, T»IR 
•Jlumlein is fired through a switch gan nressuri^ed to 60 nsin of Sf7.- this 
is a recirculated system, with the qas filtered continuously. The final Tart 
of thp feed line, near the 120 degree bend, uses oil rather than water in 
order to 'tiinimi^e the discontinuity caoacitance at this ooint; this oil volu-ne 
connect"" directly with the cavity. 

The choice of a relatively low surge impedance for the nulse forminq line was 
marie for several reasons. First, Because water dielectric is used in thp 
31 umleins, it was difficult to realize an itipedance •nuch higher than 10 ohms; 
second, tne large ballast current into a linear load tends to mask the 
nonlinear beam loading and hence, any regenerative effects between the beam 
current and the accelerating voltage pulse; and third, the large ballast 
current leaves room for later qrowth in the beam current if oea-n stability 
permits. 
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tising J, C. Martin's empirical formulas (Ref. 1} for voltage breakdown in a 
water dielectric. Doth -llumlein and feedlines were desian**d to hold off 400 kV 
within the 1.3 usee charqing interval, with a safety margin in excess of 1.5. 
The water dielectric is recirculated to allow conLinuous filtering and 
deqa'.sinq, with the resistivity held near 10 Megohm-cm. 

The bi 'iluinleins are charged from 13 r>1arx hanks, with each bank charginq four 
oulse lines, or six in the case of the injector qroup. These are five-staqe 
capacitors banks, where each stage consists of * ?x1ur caoacitor oa*r, hioolar 
charged. Th» nominal erected capacitance is 100 nr. The 31umleins are 

charged through individual inductors to provide isolation durinq charqinq. 
The modularity of the c a o ^ n i v e storage is desiqned to enhance the 
reliability of the n.ichine, that is, if one "-lary. fails, only four 31umleins 
arr? out of commission, resulting in a tolerable ft% enerqv loss to the bean. 
The vjrx l;ank switch qans are aressurized with bO osi of dry air. Nominal 
caoacitor life at 1/3 Hz repetition rate and less than 20% voltage reversal is 
on the order of one million charqe-discharge cycles. The Marx hanks are 
charged in sets of four fre"i 80 ki/, 300 mA dc power supplies. 

The FX3 injector utilizes a cold cathode diode to generate the electron beam. 
An important requirement is the upper limit on initial beam enittance 
(100 isir-cin) which is related to the 3-6 mm spot size that has been specified 
for the accelerated beam at the point where it finailv strikes the high-Z 
target to generate bremsstrahlung. In order to verify just what emittance 
values could be obtained with the cold cathode approach, a series of 
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measurements was carried out earlier on the 3erkeley E^A injector {-*efs. 2, 3) 
which showed that over a fairly wide range of current and c F diode ootentials, 
the emittance can be reduced linearly by colligating tne b?am. The planned 
FX3 parameters are 10-?0 Ki\ emitted, 4 '«.A collimated beam current. 

The overall injector configuration is shown in riq, 5. f<v oconnmy and 
commonality, we are usinq six voltage nodules that are similar to the basic 
accelerator module used elsewhere in the machine, to generate the nominal 1.5 
Ml/ voltage pulse aooearinn across the diode. The voltage contributions from 
the different modules are summed by a metallic cathode ste-i that links four 
modules, and a hollow anode stem that links two modules. The drivina oulse 
sources have an effective internal impedance of 3 ofvns, which includes the 
loading by ballast resistors, and thus thore is a mismatch between the nulse 
sources am) the 80 ohm diode load. In order to help absorb reflected voltaqe 
waves, both the cathode and the anode stems are tapered so as to provide an 
optimal surge impedance at each point. At the same time, stray field emission 
from negative surfaces is rendered negligibly small r>y reducinq all field 
stresses to well below the 200 kl//cm level. 

Extensive computer simulation was used to arrive at th» injector diode 
geometry. The cathode is a foil edge emitter consisting of a spiral of 
0.5 mil tantalum foil, inlaid on an 80 mm diameter, convex snherical caD. The 
nominal emitted current density of the solid beam is 360 A/cm 2. The anode 
is formed by a tungsten mesh that is stretched over the beam aoerture; 
immediately behind the mesh there is a watercooled collimator which reduces 
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the beam current to a 4 kA level in a 36 mm diameter, s-laqnetic focusing is 
utilized to generate approximate Srillouin flow, and a bucking coil is used to 
produce zero magnetic field at the cathode. The bea.n is then injected into an 
approximately solenoidal field that is generated by a succession of focus 
coils. 

from lita injector, the beam is transportPti in a 147 mm fliaineter beam t'irmel 
through successive accelerator modules, !>y means of built-in solfnoHs, 
designed to qive a ncak field of 2000 Gauss on axis. This is rouqnly double 
the field intensity that would nominally be reauired to confine a well-behaved 
beam in Rrillouin flow; the stronq focusing capability is intended as 
insurance against beam instabilities. The field riople of + 30*. which is 
innerent in the snacinq of the solenoids, is reduced to + 1CU in thn injector 
and in the first 12 accelerator modules by utilizing nonuniformly wound 
solenoids. After every four modules, there aopears a 28 cm SDace; focusing 
field continuity here is maintained by an additional set of bridginq 
solenoids, in this space there is also a set of x-y steering coils which 
serve to correct the beam trajectory when necessary. Ream current and beam 
position are measured here also, with a current viewing resistor divided into 
four quadrants; the four signals are summed to indicate total beam current, 
and compared to indicate beam position. 

On leaving the last set of accelerator modules, the beam is allowed to exoand 
to a 4-6 cm diameter and then is transported through a drift section towards 
the bremsstrahlung target. Lens focusing is used in this section, utilizing 
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four solenoids, including a final lens that focuses the beam down to the 
desired 3-6 mm final cpot size. A beam analyzer is included which has 3 *»% 
energy resolution. Because of the beam perturbation that would result from 
;inSy(iintetrical 1y distributed wall currents the analyzer enclosure was desired 
to k^ep the wall currents normally syimietrical. When the analyzer is 
activated, a small portion of the team is samoled throunh an axial slit i" the 
t),3am tunnel wall. Provision also is made for insertinq a perforated, mas'<-
type ernittanr.e tester, hut this device is not normally left in the beam oath, 

Tiie ;(-ray production target consists of a tungsten rim that is mounted o" a 
rotafai>"le wheel; because the beam is expected tn ouncture the target wit h each 
shotj a new target area is rotated ints Dosition for each successive x-ray 
pulst-'- After traversinq the target, tie attenuated electrons are absorbed 
totally in a 3 cm thickness of water-ooled aluminum, which at the same time 
form? the vacuum boundary. A lead collimator serves to define the cone anqle 
of t^e emerging x-ray beam. A retractible 1. ̂ am stop made of high-Z material 
is lowered into position when the machine is being tuned in order to o r e v e n t 

inadvertent fogging of film that may a ready be on the firing table. A 
rrtra^^atfiB "P'nni "naiVc irftD Xm ^wat co'i'iinrator i^ *ioweren automatica"i1y after 
each firing event to protect the bea-n line from possible shrapnel damage-
final'y. a Compton detector serves as a final diagnostic of the radiation flux. 

Fiq. 6 shows the overall switching sys:em (Ref. 4). This is essentially a two 
part system, one half triggering the charging Marx generators and the otP^ r 

half, the Blumleins. Accurately cut lengths of charged cables are used F° 
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distribute and amplify the triqger pulses, using the innerent voltage reversal 
that results from shortinq the cable ends. Several stages are used in order 
to get from the 100 volt command pulse to the final triqqer pulse which is on 

the order of 300 kV for the Blumlein qaos. Wherever practical, redundant 
switch qaos have been either included or allowed for. cor example, the Stage 
I amplifier gap is duplicated by a narallel, identical qao. Both qaos will be 
triqqered simultaneously, and Doth will generally fire; if only one should 
fire, the degradation in the output trigqer pulse would be negligible. 

Control of fhn M 7* machine should ideally be by a sinql-; button which is 
oushed when a radiograph of a firinq ev?nt is desired. The machine 
performance for this event must be ultrareliable; this i-nplies that all 
machine components should be monitored closely for incipient failure or 
degradation, during the tuning process. Fiq. 7 shows the micronrocesscr-based 
monitoring and control system (Ref. 5). The system is designed so that while 
an onerator is required to actually tune and run the machine, routine 
monitoring and control functions are oerformed automatically, with abnormal 
timing and amplitude occurrences on key signals being flagged to the 
operator. On u m d , key siqnals can be made available to the operator in 
either analog or digital form. Redundant CPU's dre used so that machine 
downtime should almost never be due to a control system failure. Sensor 
signals generally are digitized close to the source and then are transmitted 
through fiber optic links to the control room; similarly, control signals are 
transmitted digitally. In order to enable analog observation of specific 
siqnals by the operator when desired, matrix switches are provided that will 
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connect certain sensors directly to a shielded coaxial link and hence, to the 
control console. The system will be expandable when needed, as application 
software may be added that will serve to relegate increasingly responsible 
functions to computer control, with only casual operator supervision. All 
safety interlocks will be hardwired. 

The TX3 machine will use roughly 4,300 qalions of high nurity water (as a 
dielectric in the Slumlein/feedline systems), and about 15,000 gallons of 
transformer oil, as a dielectric in the accelerator modules and Marx tanks, 
(t will contain a total of 5S switchgaps pressurized with SF gas, and (3 
switchgap-- pressurized with dry air, r.ot counting the ;iar< bank switches. In 
addition, there is a total flow of 250 gnm of coolinq water, assuming all 
solenoid magnets to run at full power. The total beam Dipe volume is 3,000 1, 
evacuated to the mid 10"° torr range, utilizing 16 cryooumps. Thus there is 
a considerable part of the machine devoted to pumping, recirculating, purging, 
and monitoring the flow and status «f these various systems. 

In order to validate certain design parameters as the design has progressed, a 
number of tests have been carried out or- prototype components and subsystems. 
for example, a complete four module set was run to over 105 shots at 100 '<V 
per niodule. A typical 10-shot overlay of cavity voltage pulses, at the 400 kV 
level, is shown in Fig. 8, illustrating the low jitter in time and amplitude 
that is obtainable with this system. The jitter was also measured 
independently by using an automated data acguisition system to collect 250 
shot samples and to perform regression analyses on them, yielding one-sigma 
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:iqure 8. Ter. Shot Overlay of Single-cavity Accelerating Voltaqe Puis?. 
(Peak voltage 400 kV, at 50 ns/division) 
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iiraits as lev as 0.35 ns, with a ranoe of 2 os. The reliable acquisition of 
the jitter data simultaneously Drovided a good indication of the expected 
perfornar.ee or the FX4 monitoring and contiol system in ? hiqh £"-!I <?nvireliant. 

Conclusion 

FK» c«f machiie will const,itiit* a nnw^rful new source for I.I.'J1. (la!1! 
radioqrapny. The desiin phase has been co^noleted and the machi • is exoocted 
to 0" ooprati<>nai by ;><>ot«wiher, 19*?]. Vajor prototype conwonents and 
subsystems hav e been tested and have validated the design. 

http://perfornar.ee
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